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FLEXIBLE DISPENSER
According to the quantity of food you want to distribute per dose,
you may change a piece included in the dispenser: the cylinder. We
developed three sizes of cylinders (1 dose = 0.1g / 1g / 10g), all
compatible with the same dispenser. The permutation of
cylinders is quick and easy.
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Radio-Frequency Identi

fication

A radio-frequency identification tag may be implanted in the animals to
detect which animal makes the demand. All the demands, classified by tag
name, are recorded by our software and dated.
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European sea bass
Rainbow trout
European catfish
Brown trout

The software runnig on Windows allows creating
breedings (number of basins, location, number of
self-feeders per basin,...), feeding protocols (number
of demands required for distribution, periods of
inhibition, regulation, correction...) and controlling the
feeding behavior of your breeding subjected to different
protocols.
Each self-feeder is managed independently and graphs
display in real time the evolution of the demands and
distributions.

